
What is my project, she asked.   
Am I just writing poems, 
or do I have a project?   
 
What can I answer?   
 
Only to enter the dead tradition 
plant my spurs in the dead horse’s flanks.   
 
My project is to slog 
my mortality in the dried vein 
 
of lyric, and to claim 
at last my incapacity 
 
as my own. 
        I note that others 
 
still concoct these little mechanisms 
with their highlights of figured pain 
          vivid backsplash 
      that draws together 
  the well-designed verbal kitchen. 
 
And everything is well-designed nowadays, you can’t deny that.   
The training is impeccable.  Every serious college jazz player 
can fly through the changes on “Giant Steps,” probably transpose 
them through all twelve keys, why not?   
    And every trained poet can soar with sober joy 
through the repertoire of self and world 
      and paradox and sound 
and image and allusion 
and it’s all good.  The general technical standard 
has never been higher. 
 
Look at all the great design shows on TV. 
        You could easily have poetry makeovers. 
Bring in your old dull poem you just don’t know what to do with 



and the attractive young poem design team will innovate 
with a dash of tradition, knock out 
        some stanza walls 
bring out the underlying forms and 
make for you a poem 
that’s both really you 
    and who you want to be! 
 
 
** 
 
 
THE BEST POEMS OF 1996 
 
Everybody has a story, that’s why I’m always sick, 
everybody is part Cherokee and was raised in Kenya, 
and perpetuates their Aztecs and grows their race like arugula, 
    a phantasm of abandoned dairy farms, 
and everyone was awarded the National Bell-Tether Award 
while incarcerated for teaching literacy at the College of National Security, 
and everybody is hopeful, brilliant, and sentient in a small apartment 
    in western Michigan 
where their partners raise cello strings and their adopted Guatemalan children 
    work part-time as fashion models and professional cyclists. 
The floating pie, all filling, no pie pan, 
that’s why I start at the end and avoid the walk-in closet, 
that’s why there’s a thousand- foot drop and I’m dumping all paper products. 
That’s where I’m coming from: the original nausea of visiting hours, 
the original heat-rash of terminal continence, 
the gliding fungus of the lymph nodes, three-day beard of the sex nodes 
that makes the cover photo sequent with clairvoyance. 
Everybody, without exception, blissfactorates faux-corrosive wallpaper. 
 
 
 
 


